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In the past 50 years, the term “English in Japan” has generally
referred to American English (business, social communication and
entertainment) or British English (classical literature and culture), with
education wavering between the two source countries. English
loan-words have been welcomed into Japan at an unprecedented rate,
now comprising 1015 of everyday Japanese vocabulary and 8090
of computer-related vocabulary (Olah, 2007). The linguistic importance
of Katakana, used to write loan-words, has greatly increased.
Katakana-English (KE), the Japanese method of expressing loan-words,
has developed into a robust, unique sub-language with characteristics of
both English and Japanese. But, just as an unacknowledged child faces
crises of identity and ability, KE has grown up di#erent from its parents,
able to relate to both at a limited level, but unsure of being understood
by either.
Now an established part of Japanese language, KE must look to
English in other nations for part of its identity. But English in other
nations does not provide a single focus for comparison. As English has
spread around the world in the past three centuries, what has emerged
is no single uniﬁed ‘world English’, but rather localized varieties that
evolved in each region. The study of these local varieties, a thriving
research ﬁeld named World Englishes (WEs), now includes Japan as a
region with a localized variety of English (Kachru, 2005). But what is a
World English (WE)? How is a WE identiﬁed? What does it mean to be
a member of the family of WEs? What are the social or pedagogical
implications?
This essay has three related aims: ﬁrst, review the historic and
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current role of Katakana and KE in Japan; second, examine WEs: what
they are, and whether KE qualiﬁes as a WE; third, consider one
university’s e#ort to teach English from a WE perspective.
The Role of Katakana and Katakana-English in Japan
In the history of language in Japan, KE, referring to a recognizable
variant of English common among native-Japanese speakers, is a
relatively new term. Katakana, the angular Japanese script used to
identify written loan words, is also commonly used as a loan-word
pronunciation guide (Sheperd, 1996). But since Katakana and English
contain substantially di#erent sounds (especially vowels, consonant
blends and ﬁnal consonant phonemes), the unfortunate outcome of KE is
utterances intended to be English that range from mildly confusing to
completely incomprehensible (Walker, 2009).
But Japanese speakers should not be criticized for using Katakana
as an English pronunciation guideKatakana was originally intended
as a pronunciation guide for Chinese character loan words!
Transferring an existing pronunciation guide to a new set of western
loan-words (of mainly English origin in the last 60 years) can only be
viewed, from a social perspective, as a logical, e$cient step. The
communicative end result, however, has been unsatisfactory at best.
Historical Context
In the 9th century, “katakana syllabary was derived from
abbreviated Chinese characters used by Buddhist monks to indicate the
correct pronunciations of Chinese texts” (Ager, 2008). When Chinese
loan-words began entering Japan, the world was a much smaller place,
and interaction between nations and cultures was slow and gradual.
Chinese characters were borrowed, assimilated and adapted; both
written and spoken forms were modiﬁed as the loan-words became kanji
part of the Japanese language. Intercultural contact was extremely
limited; indeed, did not occur at all except for small segments of
business, religious and political classes. For the average citizen, there
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was no leisure travel, no global media, no immediate contact of any kind
with the world outside Japan. With time and isolated space, Chinese
loan-words gradually entered Japan through religious, educational and
diplomatic channels, slowly passed through government and social
ﬁlters, and eventually became part of the common vernacular. . . by
which point the loan-words were no longer loan-wordsthey had
become Japanese kanji. For a millennium, furigana (phonetic kana
script used to indicate pronunciation: whether katakana or, in modern
times, hiragana in small type above/beside Chinese characters) was an
e#ective tool in this slow, measured process of language assimilation
(Hooker, 1996).
Modern Context
In 1854, however, Japan’s world was radically altered; slow,
measured processes seemed to disappear in an instant. Japan’s social
equilibrium was rocked by Commodore Perry’s black ships, and has, in
many ways, never recovered. Japan was propelled into the modern era,
where travel, business, culture, technology and communication change
at ever increasing speeds, and time and space contract accordingly.
It is in this modern social reality that Japan has dealt with English
loan-words, and the method that was adequate for assimilating Chinese
loan-words is clearly inadequate today. Katakana, a syllabary without
a clear purpose after being superseded by hiragana for kanji
pronunciation, was pressed into service for representing written
western loan-words (gairaigo, or ‘words from outside’). In ancient Japan,
imported Chinese characters formed the foundation of written lauguage,
but by the 19th century the Japanese writing system was ﬁrmly
established. If the historic Chinese loan-word method had been
followed, English loan-words would have been written in roman
alphabet, with small Katakana written above to indicate pronunciation.
Whether such a method might have mitigated or exacerbated current
problems related to KE will never be known, for it was never attempted.
Instead, Katakana was chosen to replace all written gairaigo. This
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single decision resulted in three serious consequences: ﬁrst, the original
English word has been removed from cognitive recognition; second, the
‘Katakanized’ word has been branded “forever foreign”; third (and
perhaps most damaging communicatively), the Katakana script has
been used as a pronunciation guide. (Seargeant, 2005; Walker, 2009)
What you see depends on your perspective
In Japan today, low levels of English achievement are a backdrop to
any TEFL discussion, and communicative challenges connected with
the use or misuse of Katakana are generally acknowledged. In many
ways, educators look at Katakana as a communicative English barrier: a
unique loan-word engine that facilitates wholesale borrowing of English
words, yet perversely prevents the loan-words from ever being truly
assimilated, while simultaneously mutating pronunciation so severely
that KE speech becomes unintelligible (Walker 2009).
However, some linguists and educators look at KE in an entirely
di#erent light: not as a barrier to standard English communication, but
rather as a World Englisha dialect of English in its own right. When
viewed as a WE, KE is part of the ongoing evolution of English as it
expands far beyond the borders of England and the former British
Empire, a merchant empire that seeded English as a mother tongue to
hundreds of millions of people.
World Englishes: circles within circles
In 1985 Baj Kachru provided a simple, coherent structure for many
disparate studies on the use of English in di#erent parts of the world.
With England at the center, Kachru visualized the global spread of
English by placing countries in one of three concentric circles: inner
circle, outer circle and expanding circle. The inner circle contains Great
Britain, the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealandcountries
where (conveniently ignoring the native inhabitants) English is both the
language and the culture, and a majority of the early settlers arrived
from Great Britain. Outer circle countries roughly correspond to the
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outline of the British Empirecolonized countries such as India,
Singapore, South Africa and Nigeria, where English became a common
or even o$cial language. (The Philippines is a special case, the only
country where Spanish colonialism was supplanted by American
cultural colonialism.) Although outer circle culture was not
signiﬁcantly Anglicized, in many cases English exerted a unifying force
by bridging linguistic divides. The third circle, expanding circle
countries, is the most elastic. The expanding circle contains countries
where English is studied and used as a foreign language: China, Saudi
Arabia, Indonesia, Japan, and many others. Kachru hoped that through
research into the use and structure of English in outer and expanding
circles, localized varieties of English would be better understood as not
just variants of real British or American English, but rather as World
Englisheslegitimate languages in their own right (Morrow, 2004;
Miller, 2007).
Kachru’s three circles:
Kachru’s model, powerful in its simplicity, is widely referenced;
although being a model, there are pieces that don’t seem to ﬁt. English
has become a lingua franca in many outer circle countries, but many
Figure 1
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expanding circle countries are gradually using English in a very similar
way. Is movement possible between outer and expanding circles, and
would such movement be considered an advancement or a setback?
Central and South American countries are former European colonies:
English is used, but as an additional language, since Spanish or
Portuguese is the lingua franca. Where do these countries ﬁt? Should
“old Europe” countries with historical English associations on both
linguistic and cultural levels (such as France, Germany and Spain) be
placed in the expanding circle?
Despite some loose pieces Kachru’s model provides a useful
framework for examining global English. Japan, on the basis of KE, is
included in the expanding circle group of nations. But what does this
designation tell us? How expanded is the expanding circle? Inside the
expanding circle, are there enough comparable traits to permit
meaningful analysis, or is diversityincomparable diversitythe
deﬁning characteristic? Is English in China comparable to English in
Israel? Is English in Japan comparable to English in Germany?
Perhaps the problem is that, in the most inclusive view, Kachru’s
expanding circle must be expanded enough to include every country in
Asia, if not the whole world, for it may be impossible to ﬁnd a nation
where English is not taught at some level of education, used in some
area of business, or spoken by some segment of society. But if the
English spoken in every country is a WE, then the term loses all
meaning. The expanding circle becomes a catch basin, a dark-pit
category, a place to throw every country not already in the inner or
outer circle. Kachru’s three-circles model was proposed only 25 years
ago, but it already requires updating, as recent books by Kachru and
others recognize (Bolton, 2006). There have been signiﬁcant, even
phenomenal changes in the global English landscape, with China
standing out as one obvious example. Kachru’s three-circles model was
published in 1985, which means that as he was gathering his data and
formulating his concepts in the early 1980s, China was struggling to
regroup from the ravages of the Cultural Revolution. 1985 was only
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four years after the trial and conviction of the ‘Gang of Four’, roughly
coinciding with Deng Xiaoping’s consolidation of political power and
economic reform initiatives. Inclusion of English in the national
curriculum was still in developmental stages (Hu, 2005). But today, with
the total annual number of primary and secondary school students
equal to the entire populatjon of Japan, and English language
instruction beginning in primary 3, English in China in no way
resembles 1985 (China, Ministry of Education, 2008 statistics). In the
last 25 years, has China achieved greater English communicative
competence than Japan? Can either country be compared with countries
in other recent intensive EFL-focus areas, such as the Middle East or
Eastern Europe? The expanding circle in now overcrowded, with so
much diversity between member countries that meanlngful comparison
is di$cult: chaos resists analysis.
Beyond three circles: a linguistic atmosphere
Outside of the expanding circle, it may prove meaningful to deﬁne
two additional levels of English use: the nebulous English cloud and a
thinner English breeze. The English breeze blows everywhere, just as
English as a foreign language is studied and spoken to some extent
Figure 2
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everywhere. But a breeze is intermittent, too insubstantial to be
harnessed for any practical purpose. A cloud, on the other hand, has
boundary and density and predictable behavior; it does interact with
other natural forces and produce measurable output.
Countries in the English cloud use a limited, localized variant of
English internally, in conjunction with the mother-tongue, for speciﬁc
communicative purposes. ‘Cloud English is not legitimate WE, although
it may be on a WE development path. Katakana-English, I propose,
exists in the cloud, not in the expanding circle. Figure 2 illustrates the
English breeze and cloud. Japan, for reasons stated below, is placed in
the English cloud. Determining additional countries in each category
must be left for later analysis.
To be or not to be . . . a World English: 3 proposed Criteria
While reasons for including a country in the expanding circle of
WEs are not easy to deﬁne, it seems illogical to include every country
that has been touched, however slightly, by the global English breeze.
The essential qualiﬁcation is that a localized, recognizable variant of
English must exist; but in order to be considered a legitimate WE, the
following; criteria should also be true:
1) Regional Linguistic Context: Either (A) or (B)
(A) Two or more unique languages (or established, mutually
unintelligible dialects) exist within the region.
(B) In the case of a single mother-tongue, English is used as a
signiﬁcant medium of communication within the country;
not simply used for interaction with external non-English
or English ﬁrst-language countries.
2) Applied Communicative Focus in English Instruction:
English taught in school has application in society, and many
students (measured by test scores or evidential successful
communication) do in fact acquire at least functional
proﬁciency in English.
3) The regional English (the WE variety) is comprehensible by
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other English speakers. That is, the regional English is
recognized outside of the region as a variant of standard
English; and is comprehensible by both native-English speakers
and non-native English speakers. A simple test of success for
this criterion would be agreement that real communication is
possible between speakers of the regional English and speakers
of di#erent WEs.
Is Katakana-English a World English?
Based on these 3 criteria, KE can not be considered a legitimate WE.
To go over each point:
1) Regional Linguistic Context:
(A) Although there is some variation in accent and
pronunciation within Japan, Japanese is the only language
(excluding Ainu), and is standardized across the entire
country.
(B) KE, while widely and creatively used in conjunction with
Japanese, is not a coherent, independent or signiﬁcant
medium of communication within Japan among Japanese
citizens.
2) Applied Communicative Focus in English Instruction:
Although the reasons are debated, there is general
acknowledgment that English instruction in Japanese schools
is ine$cient and unproductive. Students do not acquire
functional communicative proﬁciency, nor is English applicable
in everyday society.
3) Inter-Regional English Comprehension:
On this criterion more than any other, KE is disqualiﬁed
as a WE. ‘Good’ KEKE which conforms to Katakana
pronunciation and Japanese speech patternsis often
unintelligible by native-English speakers or non-native English
speakers. KE is a perfectly acceptable and e#ective method of
communicating within Japan; as such it can be considered a
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sub-languagebut a sub-language under the mother-tongue
of Japanese, not English! KE facilitates the inﬂow of written
English, and the discussion/dissemination of ‘foreign concepts’
within Japan (Stanlaw, 2004), but the discussion is conducted in
Japanese, with KE used to identify and explain new ideas. A
crucial point is that KE is used between Japanese speakers, not
between Japanese speakers and English speakers from
elsewhere in the world. This raises the question of whether
English in Japan, in the form it is currently taught, is almost
completely pointless (Walker 2009). Students, after devoting
e#ort and energy to their study of English, end up with a
sub-set of English that permits some level of functional
competency in reading and listening and perhaps writing, but
low-to-no functional competency in spoken communication.
Even if KE gives the learner access to a wide range of
English-origin vocabulary (Daulton, 1999), this vocabulary is
useless if KE speech patterns are incomprehensible to native/
non-native English speakers.
Recognizing KE: Pedagogical Implications
It is important to take a position on the issue of KE as a WE, for the
position (the deﬁnition of KE that one holds) opens some doors of critical
analysis while closing others, and strongly inﬂuences the pedagogical
approach to EFL education in Japan.
A) Viewed as a barrier to successful communicative English (or
even more moderately viewed as a particularly challenging
aspect of EFL acquisition), KE can be deﬁned as a hindrance,
and therefore can be analyzed with a view to overcoming/
modifying/making changes. In the classroom, this means
everything with regard to KE is ‘on the table’: restrict, prohibit,
present e#ective alternatives. . . . The goal is to acquire English
at a functionally proﬁcient level, and if KE is a barrier, then it
must be overcome or dismantled.
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B) Viewed as a variety of WE, KE becomes an organic presence, a
communicative manifestation of a living culture, a localizing
process that adapts English to the unique needs of Japan. KE is
deﬁned as a key aspect of a developing WE that will facilitate
Japan’s communication with the world. In the classroom, this
means modiﬁcations are on the table, but restrictions or
prohibitions are not. Far from being a barrier, KE, sometimes
renamed “Japan English” (Crystal, 2003) is the English to
acquire. To be sure, there is ﬁne-tuning to be done and
adjustments to be made, but educators are present to nurture
the development of a young WE, not to impose the unattainable
structure of old-world standard English.
Teaching English inside the circles
One example of a Japanese university embracing the WEs paradigm
is Chukyo University, in Nagoya. The College of World Englishes was
established in 1999, with “the philosophy of WEs. . . acting in an organic
way to create a steady ﬂow of new ideas and programs” (Sakai &
D’angelo, 2005). Considering the nameThe College of WEsthe
embrace seems intimate; a decade after its establishment, however, it
appears that the organic process has been constrained by organizational
compliance and more traditional, functional objectives. In fact, even the
name, the College of WEs may have been the working title of a pilot
project, for the university homepage now, in 2010, states that “The
School of WEs [was] inaugurated in April of 2002 as the tenth school in
Chukyo University”, containing both the Department of WEs and the
Department of British and American Cultural Studies. Given that a
characteristic of WE is the ability to communicate within the local
region, the curriculum of the Department of WEs, “with the emphasis on
communication in order to ‘learn from the world and contribute to the
world by making full use of English’ ” seems slightly out of place. There
is no mention of English as a language within Japan. Furthermore,
given another central element of WEs, insistence that there is no ‘master
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English’, no ultimate standard of perfection, the following goal
statement of the School of WEs (copied verbatim, see Picture 1, next
page) is both an a$rmation of WE doctrine and a potentially humorous
Freudian slip:
The primary goals of the Department of World Englishes is the
master of the English language itself, whereas the primary goal
of Department of British and American Cultural Studies is to
improve cultural understanding in English-speaking countries,
as well as improve proﬁciency in the English language.”
The ﬁrst grammatical error (subject/verb agreement: “The primary
goals. . . is. . . ”) does not impede intelligibility, and may be considered an
example of the the ﬂexibility of a localized WE. The second error (noun
form: “master of. . . ” vs “mastery of. . . ”) is more puzzling: almost
certainly the intended word is ‘mastery’, but a Freudian slip remains a
possibility. The general, historical thrust in Japanese EFL education
strives for accuracy “based on an American native speaker model”
(Kirkpatrick, 2007), giving rise to the possibility that the ‘master’ is
being pushed away and pulled closer, all at the same time!
Two other editing red ﬂags, the missing article “the” before
“Department of British and American Cultural Studies” and ambiguity
of meaning in the goal statement (is the goal to improve Japanese
students’ understanding of British and American culture, or does the
Department have a humanitarian mission to correct a cultural
deﬁciency that pre-exists among Brits and Americans?) indicate that the
paragraph was created by a native Japanese speaker for whom, along
with many functionally bilingual compatriots, rules related to article
and preposition usage remain an enduring mystery.
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The website also illustrates the curiously contradictory
high-status/low-status of English in Japan. English is high-status in the
sense that it is an international language of business and politics; and
regarded, at least superﬁcially, as a symbol of knowledge and higher
education. At the same time English is low-status (even ‘no’-status!) in
that it has no essential intra-Japan communicative purpose: all
important information is conveyed in Japanese. Applied to the Chukyo
University School of WEs, this means that the Japanese version of the
homepage is the o$cial homepage; the English homepage is peripheral,
Picture 1 English page: http://www.chukyo-u.ac.jp/eng/set_04.html
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seldom viewed by anyone connected to the university. This peripheral
status allows errors (whether minor typos, major or even egregious
mistakes) to pass unnoticed, or at least uncorrected.
Three examples:
1) “A plethora of English classes are o#ered to help students
develop active language skills, IT literacy, and media and
business compentence in addiotion English proﬁciency in other
specialized ﬁelds.” (‘addiotion’ was intended to be ‘addition to’:
transposed ‘to’ was inserted into the middle of ‘addition’)
2) “Classes include Cross-cultual Understanding. . . ”
3) “. . . training in English-spoken contries in the second year.
Internatilnal internships is also o#ered. . . ”
World English /Accurate English
Do such errors matter? In the spirit of WEs, does accuracy become
a relative concept, a ‘good enough’ condition? At what point is the
unintelligibility border crossed? Given that the university states “This
program is designed to develop students’ abilities communicate (sic)
across cultures through the medium of the English language with
minimal misunderstanding” (italics added), is it fair to doubt the success
of the program? How is the level of ‘minimal’ determined?
Granted, doubting the success of the program based on the accuracy
of the English language homepage would be presumptuous, mainly
because the English language homepage is uno$cial, a cosmetic
ﬂourish. The o$cial homepage, the Japanese version, contains no
grammar errors or ‘spelling mistakes’, for this is the o$cial pagethe
page that matters.
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No criticism of the university is intendedin this respect Chukyo
University is no di#erent from many other Japanese universities. The
contrasting homepages simply highlight that English is not a signiﬁcant
language of communication inside Japan. Japanese language and
culture, while not as homogeneous as popular perception might assume,
is remarkably uniﬁed compared to other nations. Inner-circle English,
the language of entrance exams, the unattainable pedagogical standard,
is not a signiﬁcant cultural medium of communication.
Picture 2 Japanese page: http://nc.chukyo-u.ac.jp/gakubu/gaiyo/eibei01.html?id
chu10014
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While success or failure of a WE program should never be inferred
from website content, the seed of doubt planted by the embarrassing
lack of proofreading on the English homepage may in fact have a real
root. In a 2005 study, Hiroshi Yoshokawa, a professor at Chukyo
University, found that students in the Department of WEs “believed that
American and British English are the true models and native speakers
are the best English teachers.” Ironically, after a year of instruction in
the concepts of WE, including a three week training period at the
Regional Language Center in Singapore to experience and study WE in
action, second-year students “developed a stronger preference for
traditional English varieties and conversely lower tolerance of other
varieties of English” (Kawanami, 2009). Yoshikawa’s ﬁndings mesh
with results from Kubota (1998) and Takeshita (2000) relating to two
general perceptions in Japan: American or British English is the best
English, and inability to speak English the way native-English speakers
do is a cause for shame. An established WE, such as exists in Singapore,
does not mimic American or British ‘best English’; and shame for being
less than ‘best’, applied by Japanese to their own KE e#orts, is a feeling
easily transferred to WE speech from other countries.
Conclusion
KE, while ﬁrmly established in Japan and arguably an indispensable
part of Japanese language, does not yet merit inclusion in the expanding
circle of WEs. KE is more than a breeze in Japan; it exists in the English
cloud. Just as a cloud contains energy and an essential resource, so too
does KE. And just as a cloud combines basic natural elements to
produce a downpour that, while refreshing in limited quantities,
ultimately causes natural disasters, so too does KE combine basic
elements of both English and Japanese to produce a linguistic
outpouring that, while unique and fascinating, ultimately causes
communicative disasters.
Such a conclusion in no way denies the inﬂuence of English on
Japanese culture, in no way denigrates Japan’s remarkable, ‘open arms’
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welcome to the English language. Working through the ﬁlter of
Katakana, Japanese citizens have utilized English creatively and
energetically, adapting and transforming both the language and aspects
of the culture to suit speciﬁc needs. But, leaving the ‘cloud’ and
changing metaphors, the point that must be kept in mind is that English
is utilized “through the ﬁlter of Katakana”: a ﬁlter porous enough to
permit entry, but constructed of a transformative material that
fundamentally alters the language during passage, so that what
emerges from the ﬁltering process is often barely recognizable as what
went in.
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